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New service in partnership with
the Royal Surrey County Hospital
Thanks to an introduction from
Waverley Borough Council, we
were approached late last year
by the Guildford & Waverley
Commissioning Group to see if we
could pilot a new patient transport
service for the Royal Surrey County
Hospital in Guildford.
The purpose of the new service is
to provide transport for those who
are medically fit to be discharged
but who would in many cases
spend another night in hospital,
because no transport is available
to take them home.

The service began in December
and will run until the end of April
2019. So far, the service has
proved very successful in freeingup valuable hospital beds for
other patients.
Discussions are underway
with Guildford & Waverley
Commissioning Group about
making the service permanent.
The service currently operates
Monday to Friday from 4.30pm
– 9.00pm, serving A&E and
related departments.

Pictured: Some of the medical staff at
the brand-new A&E department at the
Royal Surrey.

Fundraising target set to help
hoppa reach its destination
No two days are the same for our
drivers and so working out the
quickest and most efficient route
for picking up passengers can
sometimes be a challenge.
To help us cut our fuel costs, reduce
journey times and our impact on the
environment, we have embarked on
a project to raise £9,000 so we can
install vehicle navigation systems in
all 25 of our vehicles.
We have applied for a number of
grants and are extremely grateful
to the Farnham Institute Charity for

awarding us £2,000 towards
the project.
Steve Forward, general manager of
hoppa says: “It’s essential we invest
in technology like satellite navigation
because we have identified that it
could reduce journey times and as
a result, fuel bills, maintenance bills
and insurance premiums. Although
the technology will make us more
financially efficient, that in itself
takes money and as a charity, this
is increasingly challenging. I’m very
grateful to the Farnham Institute for
their generous donation which gives
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us a good start in reaching
our target.”
Hoppa still needs over £6,000
before the project can go
ahead. If you would like to make
a donation, please visit our
fundraising page which can be
found in the About Us section of
our website at www.hoppa.org.uk
or call 01428 681701.
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Hoppa helps patients from
Chiddingfold Surgery �����
A helping hand is available to
patients of Chiddingfold Surgery
who are having to travel to Milford
Hospital to see their GP or nurse
after the surgery burnt down earlier
this year.
With its fleet of wheelchair accessible
buses and a team of friendly and
helpful staff, hoppa is well placed
to help patients who may otherwise
struggle to get to appointments at the
temporary surgery. The service costs
£3 each way.
Steve Forward, general manager
of hoppa says: “It’s really important

that people who live in our rural
communities can get to and from
their medical appointments, even
when there’s a local disaster like the
terrible fire at Chiddingfold Surgery.
Our drivers and booking staff are
ready and waiting to hear from
anyone who needs transport, even if
they haven’t used us before.”
Registering to use the service is
quick and easy and can be done at
www.hoppa.org or by calling
01428 681701.
Chiddingfold also has its own
transport scheme, Car Go, run

Are you a caregiver?
Being a caregiver is a demanding,
sometimes stressful and exhausting
role.
If you combine this with not being
able to drive or not feeling confident
about driving to new places, then
you may find you do not go out as
much as you used to and, if you do,
you are having to rely on friends and
family or other expensive transport
options. Sound familiar? If so, we
may be able to offer a solution.
Care for yourself
As a caregiver, it is important that
you care for yourself too. Taking
an hour or two off to visit the shops,
the hairdressers or to meet a friend
for coffee can give you a muchneeded break.
If you do not have access to
transport, simply register with us and

by volunteer drivers to get to and
from essential appointments.
Details of the service are online at
www.car-go.org.uk or from 10am to
12pm on 07899 340073.

• Haslemere Hospital
• Milford Hospital

start to use the service immediately.
We’ll pick you up from your home at
the time you book and drop you off
later at an agreed time.

• Mount Alvernia
• The Jarvis Centre, and
• Any other health facility between
Fernhurst and Guildford.

Transport for
medical appointments

We’ll pick you up from your home
and drop you off close to the entrance
of the hospital. All our vehicles can
accommodate wheelchairs and
walking frames and, if stairs are
tricky, you can get on and off the bus
using the tailgate/ramp.

If you need to take the person you
care for to a hospital or doctor’s
appointment, how about you give
yourself one less thing to think about
and arrange for us to take you both?

Our drivers will take good care of
you and your loved one, so you
arrive at your appointment on time
and without having had the stress of
driving or an expensive taxi ride.

Hospital hoppa operates in
Haslemere, Godalming and
surrounding villages and takes
passengers to:

The Hospital hoppa costs £10 each
way and £2.50 each way for the
carer/companion.

The service costs £3 each way and
if you live in Farnham, you can use
your bus pass and benefit from free
travel after 9.30am.

• The Royal Surrey County Hospital
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Contact us today and book your ride
for your next appointment.
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Satisfaction survey results

booking, are there any plans
to operate more buses?

Thank you to everybody who completed our recent customer satisfaction survey. We always try to meet the demand
for our services but that is not always
Here is a summary of the results and some answers to questions you asked.
possible as it nearly always comes
down to the funding. The Hospital
hoppa service costs approximately
96% would
95% say the reliability
£50,000 per year to operate.
recommend hoppa
of the service is good
We get £25,000 in grant funding
or excellent
plus approximately £10,000 in
67% use hoppa to
fare income, leaving a deficit of
go shopping
75% know that hoppa is
£15,000, which hoppa absorbs. In
an independent charity
82% describe our
order to provide a second Hospital
drivers as excellent for
85% said hoppa is good
hoppa bus, we would first have to
their friendliness and
or excellent at meeting
balance the books on the first bus.













helpfulness



83% rate their
experience of booking
the time and route
they want as good
or excellent

Can hoppa take me to
Frimley Park Hospital?
We used to run a dedicated
service from Farnham to Frimley
Park Hospital which was funded
by Farnham Town Council but due
to a lack of demand the funding
was withdrawn in March 2011. If
sufficient demand and funding can
be identified, we would be happy to
explore the possibility of reinstating
the service.
Are there any plans to extend
the area hoppa covers? For
example, it would be nice
to have an occasional trip
to the Country Market at
Bordon, Guildford or some
of the larger out of town
supermarkets outside the
Waverley area.

their needs




If my hospital appointment
is running late, will the
driver wait?

89% find the efficiency
and politeness of office
staff as good/excellent

If the driver is unable to wait due to
other passenger bookings, they will
return at the earliest opportunity to
take you home.

75% like to receive
information about hoppa
via the newsletter

This is not something we are
currently looking to do but if there
is sufficient demand and we can
recover our costs, we would gladly
look at any new opportunity.
Is there any chance that the
buses could run on Saturdays
or later in the day?
A Saturday service is a possibility
if there is enough demand and
funding. Offering a later service is
more unlikely because our dial-a-ride
service is heavily subsidised to ensure
it is affordable. One of the ways
we do this is to undertake special
education school transport. This
normally occupies our vehicles from
2.30pm so it would be difficult for us
to extend our day during term time.
Hospital hoppa is usually very
busy on a Friday and I cannot
always get my preferred
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As well as door to door, how
about a service that goes
town to town?
Again, providing enough demand
can be identified, the funding is
available and such a service does not
clash with existing local bus services,
we would be very interested in
providing such a service.
Is it possible to be given more
time when we go shopping?
It would be nice to have a bit
longer so we can end our trip
with a cup of tea.
Theoretically, it should be possible to
book both the ingoing and outgoing
journeys to suit your requirements,
but in reality it does depend on how
busy the service is on any given day.
Our services seem to be in demand
most towards the end of the week,
more time can sometimes be given or
scheduled in on days which are not
so busy like a Monday or Tuesday.
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Leave a gift
to hoppa
There are many reasons why people
start to use the hoppa service.
Whatever the reason, we know that
having access to transport helps
give people a sense of purpose
and can help improve the mental
and physical health of people who
would otherwise be lonely
and isolated.
Once experienced, it is not long
before people begin to refer to it as
a ‘lifeline’ or to say they ‘don’t know
how they would manage without it’.
Our drivers are often described as
kind, caring and helpful. This is so
important for customers who live
alone, as their hoppa driver may be
the first person they have seen or
spoken to for several days.
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Meet Paul
Name: Paul Hill
Started with hoppa: April 2010
Nicknames: Smudge or Dougal
Interests: Music, buses and
heritage railways
After leaving school in 1972 Paul
became a trainee baker. He made
bread and confectionary for 16
years, working for small family
bakers, Tesco and finally Coombes,
who were eventually taken over by
Bakers Oven.
He then became a delivery driver
for a local printing company until
he was made redundant after 20
years of service.
Paul joined our team in 2010 as a
Community Bus Driver.
Speaking about his job, Paul says:
"Working for hoppa involves
meeting lots of different people of
different ages and backgrounds,

which is what I love about the job".
Away from work, Paul's interests
include heritage railways – an
interest that used to see him
volunteer for the Mid Hants Railway.
He also has a wide taste in music
from Country all the way through
to Iron Maiden!
Paul recently had a health scare
and had several months away from
work. He has received the all clear
and we are very pleased to have
him back.

If helping people to enjoy their
independence for longer and to lead
a less lonely life are causes that are
close to your heart, as a charity, we
invite you to think about leaving a
gift to hoppa when you make or next
change your will.

Had a hip or knee replacement?

If this is something you would like
to do, please enlist the help of a
solicitor or a will writer as they
will ensure your wishes are wellexpressed in an appropriate and
correct legal manner.

The package includes an
assessment and four treatment
sessions which will take place in
the gym, the hydrotherapy pool or
a combination of both.

The Physiotherapy Centre at Holy
Cross Hospital in Haslemere has
introduced a new rehabilitation
service for people who have had a
hip or knee replacement.

The package costs £199 and

The Law Society provides a
directory of solicitors in the area
including those who specialise in
wills and probate. You can search
the directory at
www.solicitors.lawsociety.org.uk
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includes a ten per cent discount
on the lower limb rehab and
exercise rehab classes. More
information can be found at
www.thephysiotherapycentre.org.uk
or call 01428 647647.
If you need transport to get you
to The Physiotherapy Centre,
remember that hoppa can take
you. Once registered with hoppa
you can use the service as much
or as little as you like.

Published by Hoppa Waverley Community Transport.
If you have any comments about this newsletter, please send them to Steve Forward,
General Manager, Waverley Hoppa Community Transport, Unit 8, Towergate
Business Centre, Coopers Place, Combe Lane, Wormley, GU8 5SZ or email him
at enquiries@hoppa.org.uk.
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